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Reviewer's report:

In abstract, methods section:
  a. please complete the sentence that this is a retrospective study.

Page 4
  line 2- change CG was to CG is
  line 11- please change adenocarcinomatous to adenocarcinoma.
  line 12- change carcinoma to adnocarcinoma

Page 6
  Line 17- remove ?

Major revision:

Page 7
  line 6- please describe in detail how the analysis is done using SPSS.
  Please clarify the results in detail, what percentage of CG acses had Cox 2 and Bcl2 expression and how can we draw conclusions from studying only 4 cases of ADC that these may be related.

Level of interest: An article whose findings are important to those with closely related research interests

Quality of written English: Needs some language corrections before being published

Statistical review: No, the manuscript does not need to be seen by a statistician.